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300 MHz spectrometer is equiped with a BBFO probe (external 1H coil and 
internal coil for observation of 19F and all nuclei between 31P and 15N). 
400 MHz spectrometer is equiped with a cryogenic probe, there is less electronic 
noise at low temperature and thus the probe is much more sensitive than a 
« warm » one .

Probes
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If you need specific tubes just ask me.
Always wipe your tube before putting it in the 
spectrometer! Dirt from your hands may go 
in the probe!

• small volume 
• poor solubility
• wrong tube    
• dirty or scratched tube
• paramagnetic impurities

To clean tubes:
• don’t use a brush (might damage the tubes)
• use water and acetone
• if very dirty use nitric acid or ultrasounds
• dry tubes flat at 125°C max, 30 min

bad shims

NMR tubes
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Sample quantity depends on the spectrometer and the 
considered experiments (1 to 10mg is usually ok).
Check your sample solubility!

Volume: 500-600μL in a deuterated solvent (CDCl3, 
D2O, DMSO-d6...).

The volume and the height of the tube in the spinner 
have a strong effect on shims quality.  

The sample
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4 cm active 
volume

NO



Sensitivity: 300 MHz vs 400 MHz prodigy
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OH

Small molecule, MW = 293 g.mol-1
First tube with 50 mg in 500 µL (c = 340 mM) then dilution 
1/10 3 times
Experiments tested: 1H, 13C and HSQC

c 1H 13C HSQC

340 mM NS = 1
NS = 50

3 min
NS = 2
7 min

34 mM
NS = 16

1 min
NS = 500

34 min
NS = 2
7 min

3.4 mM
NS = 16

1 min
not tested

NS = 4
14 min

0.34 mM
NS = 64

4 min
not tested NS > 16

c 1H 13C HSQC

340 mM NS = 1 not tested not tested

34 mM NS = 1
NS = 50

3 min
NS = 2
7 min

3.4 mM
NS = 16

1 min
NS = 500

34 min
NS = 2
7 min

0.34 mM
NS = 64

4 min
NS = 12000

12 h 
NS = 16

1 h

300 MHZ 400 MHZ, prodigy probe 



400MHz spectrometer is equipped for variable 
temperature experiments. 
 check boiling and freezing points for your solvent! 
For long experiments and high/low temperature use 
the specific spinner and even a pyrex tube. 

Variable temperature
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The magnet is not parfect and the magnetic field drifts by a few herz everyday. 
Lock is used to compensate this drift. It garantees a stable magnetic field 
during the experiments. 
The lock system is dedicated to the observation of 2H. The system compares 
the solvent deuterium signal frequency with a theoretical value and corrects the 
magnetic field strength accordingly. This correction is used for proton and X 
nuclei as well. 

This correction is repeated as long as the system is locked, thus compensating 
for magnetic field fluctuations.
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The probe is tuned for each observed nucleus. It is an electronic optimization 
procedure for a maximum transmission of the signal between the probe and the 
receiver system at the desired frequency (like tuning the radio in your car).
If you run a carbon experiment and forget to tune, if the probe is still tuned for 31P you 
will acquire only noise.

Proton experiment: the frequency depends on the dielectric constant of the sample 
(importance of the solvent)
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Shim coils around the probe are used to compensate for B0 field inhomogeneities.
Topshim is an automatic shimming procedure that works well as long provided 
that the  conditions are not too bad: no miracle with a non soluble sample, a 
damaged tube... 

shims ok
☺

poor shims
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NMR signal is weak and must be amplified by the receiver. The receiver gain (RG) 
is automatically optimized. A small value means the sample is quite concentrated 
and needs little amplification. RG is between 1 and 203.

Be careful
• RG too low 

 ⇒ sensitivity loss 

• RG too high 
 ⇒ receiver is saturated 

 ⇒ wiggles
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FID Optimized AQ

- AQ = acquisition time
- TD = number of points
- DW = sampling time (between 2 points)

AQ = TD × DW  with  DW =  
1

2 × SWH
TD = 2 × AQ × SWH 

An optimized AQ is twice as long as the FID

1D acquisition
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Integration and T1 relaxation

2H 2H 2H 3H 3H

Mz = M0(1- e-t/T1)Mz

T1 t

M0

2/3 M0

For a quantitative spectrum use at least Tr = 3x T1 
between 2 pulses. T1 is the time required for the 
recovery of ⅔ of M0.
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repetition time Tr 

15H
3.8 ⬌ 4H

5.4 ⬌ 6H

routine experiment
quantitative experiment



For small molecules in solution:
- protons relaxation time T1 varies from 1 to 5s. Aromatic protons relax slower than 

aliphatic ones.
- 31P relaxation time T1 varies from 2 to 20s
-  13C T1 varies from 0.1s to severals tens of seconds. Quaternary carbons relax 
slower than others.

T1 relaxation
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T1 times can be really long with some nuclei (29Si, 15N…) leading to some issues 
regarding the experimental time.

T1 relaxation for some 13C



A pulse of duration t tilts the magnetization away from the z axis  
with an angle θ = 2πν0t. For a maximum signal a 90° may be 
chosen but a 30° allows a shorter repetition time (Tr). The zg30 
experiment is used for 1D routine. 
For an optimal S/N➔ Ernst angle cos θ = exp (-      )
With θ = 30° ⇒ short Tr  (⅕ T1) 

Tr 
T1

30°

90°

The experiment is not quantitative! 
For an even better S/N increase the number of 
scans and remember that  S/N ∝ √NS.

NS S/N signal 1 S/N signal 2 time

4 5 - 12s

64 20 - ≈3min

256 40 1,5 ≈13min

4096 160 6 ≈3h25min

Pulses and S/N
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S/N and NS

16

N

I

O

O

OH0.34 mM

3.4 mM

34 mM

340 mM

high concentration may affect the quality of the data!

c NS 300: S/N 400: S/N

340 mM NS = 1 1240 4470

34 mM NS = 16 550 2480

3.4 mM NS = 16 105 510

0.34 mM

NS = 16
NS = 64
NS = 256

-
47
95

116
227

-

S/N for 1H spectrum

S/N ∝ √NS

NS x4 ⇒ S/N x2



Nyquist condition DW = 1/2SW

SW

Nyquist theorem: at least 2 points per 
period are needed for a good 
representation of all frequencies.

DW

AQ = TD × DW  with  DW =  
1

2 × SWH

FT: digitisation, sampling
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T2 depends on:
- field inhomogeneities 
- molecular interactions

We should talk about T2* :                     

The FID decreases as exp (-t / T2*): Mx = e–t/T2* cos(ω-ωo)t

1/T2* = 1/ T2 + 1/ T2(ΔB0)

- Short T2* 
- Fast relaxation

- Long T2* 
- Slow relaxation 

half height width: 1 / 𝜋T2*

Shims!

FID and T2 relaxation
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Some processing techniques help to get a nicer 
spectrum, to compensate for imperfections due to a non 
optimized acquisition. 
The effect is only aesthetic, the data are not modified.

In the data directory, the processed data are stored in a 
subfolder called « pdata » and the raw data are stored 
as a « fid » file. You can try whatever processing you 
want, the fid will not be affected. 

Data processing

These processing techniques can not make up for 
everything. Try to optimize your experiment 
BEFORE the acquisition. 
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Linear prediction = using the collected 
data to predict the end of the FID. Really 
useful for 2nd dimension in 2D experiments 
(truncated FID).

SI = TD/2: normal
SI > TD/2: zero filling

Zero filling/ Linear prediction
Zero filling = adding zeros to the end 
of the FID to increase the digital 
resolution 
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= multiplication of the FID by a function (exponential, sine...) before Fourier Transform

• exponential function for better S/N but resolution loss

• gaussian function for better resolution but decreased S/N

To optimize the line broadening (LB) value for an exponential, measure the half 
height width of a narrow peak in a spectrum processed with fp instead of efp. 
à Value in Hz = LB to use with efp

Apodization
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Line broadening factor

ef, LB=2

ef, LB=1

ef, LB=0,3

ft
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Phase correction: 0 order 

FT

cosinus sinus

The phase of the detected does not match the phase of the receiver. The error is the 
same for every signals and is called zero-order phase error. 
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Phase correction: 1st order 

DE

A dead time (DE) is necessary for the coil to switch from excitation to receiving mode. 
During this delay the magnetization begins to relax but no signal is acquired. Signals 
with different frequencies develop a phase difference which varies accross the 
spectrum. It is called first-order phase error.
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Don’t hesitate to try different processing strategies on your data.
A process that works well with a spectrum may not be ok for a another dataset!

A carbon is 
missing...

13C at 200MHz

13C at 500MHz with explonential multiplication

13C at 500MHz without explonential multiplication

Be careful with processing!
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Signal intensity 
(integration)

position on the spectrum (chemical shift)

Multiplicity of signals 
(scalar couplings)

FT

Fourier Transform is used to obtain the frequency domain spectrum from the time domain 
signal (FID). By default the spectrum is displayed in ppm, not in Hz, for an easier 
comparison of chemical shifts that are field independent when expressed in ppm.  

NMR spectrum
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The local field experienced by a nucleus i depends on its environnement:
Biloc = B0 + Biinduced 
with Biinduced = σiB0 (σi )
Biloc = (1 - σι) B0 

From ppm to Hz:
- 200 MHz spectrometer (4,7T): 1ppm ⇔ 200Hz for proton
- 500 MHz spctrometer (11,7T): 1ppm ⇔ 500Hz for proton

Thus the chemical is field independent and given in ppm (parts per million)

Chemical shift
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The chemical shift is normalized  with TMS 
as a reference

δi =
ν i −ν ref

ν ref

×106



X spectrum calibration
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You can calibrate your X spectrum (X = 13C, 19F...) without adding a reference, 
based on the proton signal from your solvent. You need to multiply the proton 
SF value by the frequency ratio of the X nucleus. This is described in Pure Appl. 
Chem., Vol. 73, No. 11, pp. 1795–1818, 2001.

Nucleus Frequency ratio   𝛯 Ref molecule
13C 0.25145020 TMS
19F 0.94094011 CCl3F
29Si 0.19867187 TMS
31P 0.40480742 H3PO4



Scalar couplings may be homo- or heteronuclear 
(JCH, JCF...)
The multiplicity depends on the number of 
couplings.
A nucleus can experience several couplings, 
leading to a more complex multiplet.. 

At 200MHz

At 500MHz

15Hz

15Hz

0,28ppm

0,28ppm

Chemical shifts in ppm: field 
independent
Scalar couplings in Hz: field 
dependent

Scalar couplings
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Some heteronuclear couplings might complicate the spectrum. 

Ex 1: 19F-13C coupling

210 Hz

Ex 2: 1H-13C coupling
Intense signals are from protons on 12C. 
But the 1,1% of 13C  are coupling with 
protons and 13C satellites may be 
observed
 èdistance between 2 satellites = 1JCH 
 èintensity = 0,55%  of main signal

Also 31P-13C couplings …

Scalar couplings
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Long distance couplings:

Some couplings
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à «standard» spectrum: decoupled carbon (zgpg)
Each signal is a singulet: better sensitivity, less complexity

à spectrum without decoupling(zg) to observe JCH couplings
Sensitivity can be an issue, multiplets may overlap!

à jmod: edited spectrum where Cq and CH2 give positive signals whereas CH and 
CH3 give negative signals

à dept135: edited spectrum as jmod but more sensitive because of the polarization 
transfer from 1H to 13C. No signals for Cq. USE HSQC INSTEAD

à udeft for quaternary carbons giving weak signals

13C NMR
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Always run a proton experiment before a carbon spectrum to check 
that everything is fine with your sample, with the shims... Remember to 
tune before starting your carbon experiment, otherwise you might 
acquire only noise! 



13C NMR
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decoupled 13C

- d1 = 20s
- duration ≈ 10H
- even with a long d1, no signals for quaternary carbons

udeft

- d1 = 4s
- duration ≈ 4H

udeft sequence starts with a 200s delay during which nothing happens 
on the screen, don’t try to stop the experiment, there is nothing wrong!



1JCH = 150 Hz

Proton spectrum
àMain signals are 1H-12C
à1,1% 13C (spin= ½ ) 1H-13C coupling 
observed (13C satellites) 

Natural abundance: 98,9% 12C (spin=0, not observed)

Think about what you are observing

Carbon spectrum
à Main signals are 13C: only 1,1% of the carbons are observed!
à These 13C are coupling with 1H:  hence the use of decoupled carbon experiment
à The experiment is PROTON DECOUPLED: you might observe other couplings 

with 19F or 31P for example
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F2 = direct dimension F1 = indirect dimension

1st Fourier Transform (for each different evolution time)

The signals intensity varies as a 
function of the evolution time. This 
variation  represents an indirect FID 
that may be Fourier Transformed as 
well, generating a 2nd frequency 
dimension.

The 2nd dimension
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2nd Fourier Transform

Contour plots are prefered for 
representation of the 2D data. 

νA

νX

νAνX



= COrrelation SpectroscopY, for scalar 
couplings

COSY
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Some long range scalar couplings are large enough to be observed in a COSY 
spectrum. Coupling across π- systems are the most frequent 4J couplings.
Another favorable alignement  is called « W-coupling » where the C-C bonds are 
almost coplanar.

 

H

H

Jee = 0-3 Hz



= Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy
The Noe induces a change in the signal intensity when 
there is a dipolar interaction between the nuclei involved.
NOe is inversely related to the distance between the 2 
nuclei (max. distance ≈ 5Å).

NOe depends may be zero in somes 
conditions. For middle size organic 
molecules (600<MW<1500 g.mol-1 

depending on the solvent viscosity) 
NOESY may not be conclusive so 
another experiment called ROESY may 
be helpful..

the absence of a signal doesn’t 
prove anything !!!

NOESY
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NOE ∼𝜏c/r6



ω0τc < 1 ω0τc ≈ 1 ω0τc >1

Diagonal signal - - -

NOESY correlation + 0 -

ROESY correlation + + +

Exchange signal - - -

NOESY
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1

2
3

4

N6

O

8

9

10
11

12

13
14Br 16

NOE

Displaying NOESY (red) over
COSY (blue) helps to discard
signals that don’t give new
informations.



= Heteronuclear Single Quantum Correlation, 
shows correlations for1JCH

HSQC is an heteronuclear experiment based on a polarization transfer from proton and 
a proton detection (inverse detection). Thus it is a very sensitive experiment. There are 
some edited versions of HSQC giving the same informations as 1D DEPT.

HSQC is faster than DEPT: a 
10min experiment is OK for a 
concentrated sample.

CH2-N

NH

Cq, NH, OH... don’t give 
any signal!

HSQC
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= Heteronuclear Multiple Bond Correlation, 
shows correlations for 2JCH and 3JCH.
The experiment is optimized for observation of 
8Hz couplings. 
HMBC is very useful for structural elucidation and especially quaternary carbons. 
Be careful with the interpretation of signal intensities. 

HMBC
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HSQC (red and pink) + HMBC (blue)



HSQC is optimized for observation of 
1JCH couplings around 145 Hz. 

Some residual 1JCH couplings may be 
observed on HMBC in case of intense 
signals (methyl, solvent…). They are 
easily identified because they are not 
decoupled. Superimposition of HSQC 
over HMBC spectrum helps with their 
assignement.

HSQC and HMBC artefacts

41HSQC (red and pink) + HMBC (blue)

residual 1J (blue)



In routine spectra resolution in 13C dimension is ≈ 70-100Hz and that may be a 
problem in case of strong overlapping.  Non Uniform Sampling (NUS) allows to 
increase the resolution within the same experimental time.

High resolution HSQC and HMBC
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4 Hz

2.5 Hz

standard, TD1 = 300 pts NUS 20%, TD1 = 2000 pts



Very useful experiments to observe interactions from one particular 1H. For example  a 
selective 10 min 1D NOESY  may give the expected information without needing a 2h 
2D NOESY. Main limitation: the signal of interest must be isolated.

Selective 1D experiments
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Fast exchange

Slow exchange

Coalescence

temperatureEx: system in exchange 
between  2 non symetric 
states : the exchange rate 
depends on kex/Δν. Also kex 
depends on temperature

• kex >> Δν: fast exchange
• kex ≈ Δν: coalescence 
• kex << Δν: slow exchange

Exchange
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The diffusion coefficient D is a measure of the mobility of a 
molecule in solution. 
Stokes-Einstein model (approximation): hypothesis of 
spherical diluted molecules diffusing in a continuous media

Ø  depends on size and shape of the molecule
Ø  depends on temperature T
Ø  depends on viscosity  η (related to temperature)
Ø  measured by NMR

Diffusion coefficient
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I/I0

gradient strength



= Diffusion Ordered SpectroscopY,  separates on a pseudo-2D spectrum the 
molecules in a complex mixture according to their diffusion coefficient. DOSY is used 
for impurities identification, molecular mass estimation, polymers polydispersity index 
determination... 

D

DOSY

46M.A. Delsuc, « DOSY and diffusion measurement in modern NMR » Central European NMR Meeting; 23rd NMR Valtice; April 20th - 23rd, 2008



Different techniques exist for suppression of intense residual solvent signals.

• Presaturation consists in irradiating the frequency of the solvent signal during the 
relaxation delay D1. Be careful as signals from protons in exchange with the solvent 
are also attenuated.

• Watergate and excitation 
sculpting: this time all signals are 
irradiated except the solvent signal. 
These techniques are more efficient 
but frequencies close to the solvent 
signal are attenuated as well.

These techniques are mandatory 
with biological samples diluted in 
H2O/D2O buffers.

présaturation

watergate

excitation sculpting

Solvent signal suppression
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• Understanding NMR Spectroscopy, James Keeler, Wiley, 2005
• Spin dynamics, 2nd edition, Malcom H. Levitt, Wiley, 2008 *
• High-Resolution NMR Techniques in Organic Chemistry, Thimoty D. W. 
Claridge, Pergamon Press, 1999
• http://www.unice.fr/cdiec/cours/rmn_web/rmn_theorie/c_theorie.htm
cours de RMN simplifiée de l'Université de Nice (en français)
• http://www.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/CEISAM/pedago.php 
cours de l’université de Nantes (en français)
• http://www.univ-lille1.fr/lcom/RMN2D/index1.htm#resum2D_us/index_us.htm
cours de RMN 2D de l'Université de Lille (en français)
• http://www.chem.queensu.ca/FACILITIES/NMR/nmr/webcourse/
cours de la Queen's University
• http://www.cis.rit.edu/htbooks/nmr/inside.htm
cours de J.P. Hornack
• http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/Spectrpy/nmr/nmr1.htm
cours de la Michigan State University
• http://www.u-of-o-nmr-facility.blogspot.com/
blog de la plateforme de RMN de l'Université d'Ottawa *

* Some figures in this presentation are from this blog
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